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Abstract: Currently wireless sensor network is the key figure for various existing and upcoming technologies like health care, IOT, monitoring, automation, home security and various critical care units. Wireless sensor network is facing challenges in the area of routing, clustering, energy efficiency and other issues. Machine learning offers supervised and unsupervised learning techniques. Reinforcement learning technique is unsupervised in nature which used to provide feedback based upon certain experiences. Later on these kinds of experiences generates reward which leads to create policy. Finally these policy based values saves the efforts and resources. In this research study, we are presenting different reinforcement techniques to solve the existing challenges of wireless sensor network.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Presently Wireless Sensor Network is capable to work with different technologies in many research domains. That gives such technical solutions which are most applicable for critical applications. WSN have great potential of sensing various environmental variables. But WSN is also suffering from issues like energy consumption, routing, lifetime enhancement, PDR ratio, congestion of network with delay. Presently reinforcement learning algorithms provides great solution for energy consumption in wireless sensor nodes. The self learning has been used to generate new state by having the current state while working with the dynamic environment which is unknown in nature. This can be done by using the probability of changing the new state and the reward of changing. The mixture of WSN and reinforcement learning algorithm can be used to search the various policy based solution to overcome the existing issues of WSN. Here, we are presenting the available techniques of reinforcement learning (Christopher et al., 1992) to work with wireless sensor network for the optimization of WSN.

1.1 REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Reinforcement Learning is unsupervised in nature. It enables machines and software agents to perform smartly, in order to increase the performance. To achieve the signal of reinforcement learning mostly feedback system for requiring reward is essential for learning agent to perform its best. Mainly, learning agent decides the exact action to represent its present state. When that process is repeated, the known issue is called Markov Decision Process. So, Reinforcement Learning has several components like state, action, reward and discount rate (Christopher et al., 1992) to achieve best optimum solution related to WSN issues.

1.2 Q-LEARNING (SELF LEARNING)
The Q-learning which is also known as self learning always work with learning agent whose observation is based upon the state, event, reward and policy which provides experience to work with changing environment. This learning creates the action by sensing certain parameters from available sensor through events which generally change the status of state. The Figure 1 shows the process of agent learning at particular time t. The Q-table records the feedback through rewards after successfully updating Q-value function to generate the final policy for research domain like WSN.

![Figure 1: Working of RL Agent](image-url)
1.3 Q-LEARNING (SELF LEARNING): APPROACH

Q-learning (Christopher et al., 1992) denotes mathematical expression in the form of state, event, action and reward in the form of s, e, a and r with learning rate denoted by α and factor of discount by γ. The negative reward denotes cost. The Q-value works in below equation 01 (mathematically approach):

\[ Q_{t+1}(S_t, e_t, a_t) = (1 - \alpha) Q_t(S_t, e_t, a_t) + \alpha r_{t+1} + \gamma \max_{a} Q_{t+1}(S_{t+1}, e_{t+1}, a) \]  

(01)

Here, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 with 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, learning agent ignore its last policy value, and update it by the new value. The highest value in below step receives updated policy value (Q) every time. Let we assume γ = 1, then discounted reward decreases the reward which had been received immediately. This is shown mathematically through equation 02:

\[ V^\pi(s,e) = \max_{a} Q_t(S_t, e_t, a) \]  

(02)

II. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING (SELF LEARNING) TECHNIQUES FOR WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK

From decay, Reinforcement Learning (Self learning) methods have been observed for different useful approaches in WSN to locate full lifetime of network with various performance enhancement parameters. This all techniques are described in below Table 1:

| Table 1: Reinforcement Learning (Self learning) Techniques used for WSN |
|----------------------------------|-----------------------------|
| **Author(s)** | **Brief details of proposed / implemented work** |
| (Christopher et al., 1992) | Provides basics of Q (Self) Learning. |
| (L.P.K. et al., 1996) | Provides general approach of Model with RL, Analysis of RL, Self Learning approach, Award based theory, policy iteration, and various RL methods. |
| (Yu-Han Chang et al., 2003) | That research study gives a vital domain related to multi agent RL with the publication of various observations in this domain. |
| (Jamal N. Al-Karaki et al., 2004) | That research study highlights the general routing issues with their various consequences in WSN. |
| (Aram Galstyan et al., 2004) | Here author elaborated game dynamics based upon RL methods. |
| (Z Liu et al., 2006) | This study has gives a very good RL-MAC protocol based upon RL framework to improve the efficiency of WSN. |
| (Niklas Wirström et al., 2006) | This thesis shows the working of self node configuration based upon certain policies. |
| (Ping Wang et al., 2006) | That routing scheme firsts learns the optimal routing methods, mainly focused for several optimization goals useful to overcome various WSN issues. |
| (Vladimir Dyo et al., 2007) | Here, author developed self learning algorithm to improve the energy efficient of WSN node based upon discovery of nodes associated with sparsely jointed mobile wireless sensor networks based up on duty cycle. |
| (Anna Egorova et al., 2007) | This algorithm creates routing paths which are very cost effective in the regard of energy efficiency with the help of exchanging information among WSN nodes. |
| (Anna Forster et al., 2007) | Here author worked with learning in MANET,WSN and Ad hoc network by using RL framework and self learning methods. |
| (Anna Forster et al., 2007) | This research study focuses to improve the routing efficiency for different mobile sinks to achieve energy efficiency. |
| (Anna Forster et al., 2007) | Here we can find the balanced methods of energy expenditure in wireless sensor Networks. |
| (Kunal Shah et al., 2008) | This research paper made the focus on self learning to develop Distributed Independent Reinforcement Learning (DIRL) based up on RL framework. |
| (Mihail Mihaylov et al., 2009) | Here research showed that latency can be decreased as well as energy saving can be done by q-learning methods. |
| (Anna Forster et al., 2009) | Here, author developed CLIQUE protocol, which provides freedom of wireless sensor node to be a cluster head or not based upon self learning techniques. |
| (Somayeh K. et al., 2011) | Here, author presents the dynamic power management technique to conserve the energy of wireless sensor nodes. |
| (Wenjing G. et al., 2014) | This research study provides the algorithm to enhance the network |
III. CURRENT ISSUES IN WSN

There are various open challenges which are available for researcher:

- Robustness of Reinforcement Learning
- Energy optimization
- Mobile sink
- Mobile charger
- Self Learning Algorithm for WSN
- Routing cost reduction in WSN using Reinforcement Learning
- Security issues of Reinforcement Learning
- Self replicate agent learning cost

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE

Self learning is very easy to adopt and deploy in wireless sensor network to completely improve the network lifetime through PDR ratio, energy efficiency, delay and throughput. This extensive survey provides various proposed protocols and different in co operated techniques to overcome the different issues and challenges of wireless sensor network from the past to the present scenario.
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